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Context 

The ADE is the UK’s leading decentralised energy advocate, focussed on creating a more cost 

effective, efficient and user-led energy system. The ADE has more than 160 members active 

across a range of technologies, they include both the providers and the users of energy 

equipment and services. Our members have particular expertise in heat networks, combined heat 

and power, demand side energy services including demand response and storage, and energy 

efficiency.   

 

Regulatory Framework overview  

Q1. Do you agree with the inclusion of micro-businesses within consumer protection 

requirements?   

• Yes. Micro-businesses do not benefit from the same negotiation powers and should be 

protected through a government backstop. However, micro-businesses may still need 

different protections from domestic consumers, and the regulator should investigate this.  

Q2. Do you agree that consumer protection requirements should not cover non-

domestic consumers (other than micro-businesses)?    

• Yes, to an extent. Non-domestic consumers should have the flexibility to negotiate for 

certain protections within contracts and may want to offer or require certain benefits – for 

example, being more flexible on the availability of heat in return for cheaper heat. Non-

domestic consumers do not always need continuous provision of heat or could agree to 

only use heat at off-peak times. This will allow for competitive business models. For 

example, it will allow flexibility services to be provided on heat networks and allow fair 

rewards for prosuming.  

• Nom-domestic customers will also often make up a significant proportional of demand on a 

network, meaning that their negotiation powers are more significant, as heat network 

operators are more incentivised to keep them connected to the network.  

• However, Ofgem should retain powers of investigation around pricing relating to non-

domestic consumers. Partially, this is because future planning policy or Building 

Regulations could require non-domestic consumers to connect to heat networks. This is 

also because charges to non-domestic consumers affect domestic consumers – for 

example if non-domestic consumers are not charged their fair share of the bill, prices can 

increase for consumers.  
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• A question remains about how landlord connections are managed at building level, if the 

landlord is then recouping the costs of heat through service charges. 

Q3. Do you agree with our proposed approach to a definition of heat network, including 

that it should cover ambient temperature networks but not ground source heat pumps 

with a shared ground loop? Are there network arrangements you think would not be 

covered by this and which should, or vice versa?   

• No. The government should look to broaden the definition to include all shared loop 

systems, and then include appropriate exemptions where relevant.  

• Consumers on shared ground loops can still be subject to fixed tariff charges from a 

supplier for maintenance and management of ground source systems. This is still a form 

of monopoly supply.  

• The ADE expects we will increasingly see systems that use a ground source heat pump on 

a shared loop, as heat networks become increasingly lower carbon. This growing portion of 

the market should still have consumer protections in place as a default – with appropriate 

exemptions where relevant.  

• This question forms part of a broader debate about who owns geothermal heat, and how 

geothermal heat is regulated. For example, taking out too much geothermal heat with no 

regard for the stabilisation of the source can affect the longevity of the source.  

 

Proposed regulatory approach  

Q4. Do you consider Ofgem to be the appropriate body to take on the role of regulator 

for heat networks? If not, what would be an alternative preference?  

• Yes, Ofgem is the most appropriate body. Ofgem is well-known by consumers and has the 

necessary resources to regulate the sector.  

• Increasingly as we strive to remove regulatory and systemic barriers to decarbonisation 

and reduce costs across the energy system by taking a whole systems approach, it will 

become more important that a single body has oversight over the system as a whole.  

• Nevertheless, Ofgem should be mindful to recognise the differences between heat 

networks and gas and electricity networks and suppliers. In particular, heat network 

operators, on average, are smaller organisations with less access to finance. 

• ADE members have raised considerable concern about Ofgem’s current regulatory 

governance processes in gas and electricity, noting the particularly high costs. The ADE 

recognises the considerable experience of Ofgem but is keen to work with the regulator to 

ensure that forthcoming regulation of this heterogenous and growing market does not 

hamper innovation or result in large costs or administrative burdens.  

• The ADE recommends that there is a clear advisory role for the Heat Trust, which has a 

specialist understanding of the heat networks market, is industry approved, and has 

significant trust relationships already established. Heat Trust, alongside the ADE and 

industry, could act as an advisor to help ensure that regulation of heat networks remains 

proportional and purposeful.  

• However, BEIS should consider the direction that Scottish Government are taking through 

legislation too. Whilst the Association recognises the differing contexts on either side of 

the border, it is crucial that consumers receive a balanced outcome. In particular, the ADE 
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would ask that BEIS works with Scottish Government to consider the cost implications of 

having two regulatory frameworks, and how consumers in England, Wales & Scotland will 

be affected.  

 

Regulatory model options  

Q5. Do you agree that the proposed regulatory model is appropriate for the regulation 

of heat networks?   

Regarding the proposed general authorisation framework and the licensing framework, in 

principle the Association supports the proposed framework, which provides a sound balance 

between oversight, administration and reward (subject to ongoing discussion around the role of 

zoning). However, members have raised comments in regard to particular types of network 

operators, predominantly not for profit/cost-recovery networks. There was also general confusion 

about the model.   

• One member felt that the authorisation process was overly burdensome and did not 

include enough exemptions.  

• In particular, concern was raised for those operating cost-recovery networks – one 

member felt that exemptions were needed, and certainly, sufficient transitionary 

arrangements – closer to years than months.  

• Members felt that a definition about which parties need authorisation and which need a 

licence is necessary. Members would like to see a worked example from BEIS for who 

holds a license, and who holds an authorisation.  

• It was noted that some responsibilities lie with different bodies, particularly in 

disaggregated models – and that best practice guidance would be helpful.  

• The wording proposed by BEIS for general authorisation and licensing is different from the 

gas and electricity markets; in particular, around the definition of a supplier.  

• Members felt that the proposals were confusing and were unclear who the authorising 

body is. 

• One member noted that in the regulated water, gas and electricity markets, regulation 

makes being a new entrant very difficult. The heat networks framework needs to be as 

frictionless as possible and avoid a complex application process. BEIS should seek to 

clarify with industry which areas of regulation and process will be left for the regulator to 

decide, and which will be addressed through primary and secondary legislation. This will 

help industry to work up recommendations.  

The Association also feels that oversight is needed during design and build, and cannot comment 

on this aspect of the consultation without further clarity about regulatory oversight during this 

phase. In particular, the ADE would like to understand, for example, the role of Fit & Proper 

Persons Checks during design & build. Many network problems begin and compound from design 

& build – and regulation must mitigate this. The ADE welcomes in principle proposals to introduce 

technical standards, but would like greater clarity about oversight during this phase. 

In general, ADE members had considerable concern around the costs and benefits. The Impact 

Assessment says that: 

“There are three components of this regulation. A) Specifying a heat network regulator 

and their powers, including power to levy fines and take enforcement action. B) Define 
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consumer protection measures to be given to heat network consumers and enforced by 

the new regulator. C) Defining the statutory powers to be given to regulated heat 

networks (rights and powers), to bring them in line with other utilities. The intended effect 

of A) and B) is to reduce or eliminate the consumer detriment currently faced by some 

heat network consumers, whilst the intended effect of C) is to provide parity between heat 

networks and other utilities, thus reducing the potential investment risk of heat networks. 

The expected result of these three components together, is to provide more certainty and 

clarity in the heat networks market, which should lead to higher levels of growth and 

investment.” 

Whilst the Association welcomes the measures around consumer protection, we do not believe 

that the framework as proposed would reduce investment risk to the level needed to create a 

self-sustaining market or drive the levels of investment necessary to meet net zero. The 

Association is particularly concerned that the Impact Assessment notes that “the benefits of this 

regulation have not been quantified at this stage due to insufficient data, however it is expected 

that the numerous benefits will be significant and on balance with the expected costs” and are 

later referred to as “substantial”. The Association would be grateful to understand what 

assumptions underly this assertion, as industry has remained clear with government that policy 

that specifically targets the reduction of demand risk is needed to reduce investment risk. In 

particular, the ADE emphasises that statutory undertaker rights will help to reduce costs in the 

market, but will not address demand risk. Statutory undertaker rights and consumer regulation 

will not result in a level playing field between heat networks and gas and electricity markets. 

The ADE would strongly encourage BEIS to consider the role of zoning and obligation to connect, 

and remain open to the opportunity of a regulated investment framework, particularly in the 

longer-term. The Association has shared with BEIS a draft version of its proposals around zoning, 

and will be publishing its final recommendations in the summer. In sum, the Association and its 

members believe that zoning for heat networks (with appropriate policy zoning) provides a robust 

opportunity for reducing demand risk and thereby boosting investment in the sector. The ADE 

welcomes that BEIS is beginning to explore zoning, but would caution that local authorities 

merely identifying where heat networks could come about does not go far enough. Within zones, 

we need to see policies that are specifically targeted to support heat network deployment, such 

as planning policies that require heat network connection, Building Standards that encourage 

heat network connection, financial support on the supply and consumer side to cover, for 

example, connection charges, and crucially, powers around heat network retrofit, including 

exploring introducing an obligation for public sector buildings and non-domestic buildings to 

connect to the network. At a minimum, BEIS should explore mirroring the work being undertaken 

by Scottish Government.  

In addition, there are several artificial costs that exist in the heat networks sector, that do not 

exist or are considerably lower for domestic customers on gas networks, for example, EU ETS, 

business rates, and CCL. BEIS should work to reduce these costs, particularly for example, 

business rates for lower carbon heat networks, so to counterbalance the expected C£200 cost of 

regulation over 10 years per customer. 

Not-for-profit, social housing, and local authority members also raised concern regarding the 

proposal that schemes pay an annual fee according to the size, and should instead consider the 

business model of the network.  

Finally, the ADE would welcome comment from BEIS and Scottish Government about how the two 

distinct regulatory frameworks will sit together, and in particular, how costs will be distributed. 
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The ADE is concerned that Scottish heat network customers could end up paying more or paying 

twice for regulation, as they could be subject to regulation from Scottish Ministers and from 

Ofgem. The ADE would be concerned about any framework that increased costs for consumers on 

one side of the border more than the other.  

Q6. Which entity should be responsible and accountable for regulatory compliance, 

particularly where the heat supplier and heat network operator are not the same 

entity? Please explain why you think this. 

The Association recommends that regulation seeks to make a requirement for an entity to hold 

responsibility and accountability for regulatory compliance for each heat network as part of 

authorisation, but should not specify which body this should be. Most heat network contractual 

arrangements will explicitly assign liabilities and define the responsibilities of parties. It should be 

a requirement under the new framework that such contractual arrangements are defined and 

auditable. This could provide a single nominated party from a scheme to act as point of contact 

for the regulator. Taking a prescriptive approach to defining the party responsible for compliance 

risks curtailing more innovative business models. 

The ADE expects that responsibility for meeting regulatory requirements could be passed through 

private contracts, too.  

This outcomes-based approach mirrors our proposals around supplier of last resort below.  

Q7. Do you agree that consumer protection requirements during the operation and 

maintenance project stage should be regulated, such as pricing, transparency and 

quality of service?  

Yes. However, the Association does not support the introduction of price regulation more than 

transparency and intervention. Quality of service should be regulated.  

Q8. Should there be a de minimis threshold below which a) very small domestic 

schemes and/or b) non-domestic schemes with very few domestic consumers are 

exempted from any of the regulatory requirements proposed in this framework? Please 

explain why you think this.  

In general, ADE members do not support a de minimis threshold. The ADE recommends that heat 

networks with limited connections should be able to apply for an exemption at a very low cost. In 

general, these consumers still need some level of protections. The need for a threshold and 

exemptions will ultimately depend on how the regulatory framework is scaled – and the ADE 

recommends this question is reviewed when the final form is clearer. However, we anticipate 

that, if drafted correctly, very small networks should see limited costs and limited responsibilities, 

but ultimately with a consumer protection standard in place.  

The Association also recommends that there should be a process for consumers on very small 

networks to apply to be regulated if they are not.  

Q9. Should there be a size threshold above which larger schemes are subject to more 

detailed regulation and scrutiny? If so, what type of threshold would you consider most 

appropriate?  

The ADE expects that all larger schemes would be subject to licensing, and therefore subject to 

more detailed regulation and scrutiny. As such, the ADE does not believe there is any justification 

for a size threshold within the proposed framework, and that to introduce this provision could be 

potentially detrimental for investment cases.  

Q10. Should an optional licence be available for entities seeking rights and powers? If 

not, what other approaches could be considered?  
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Yes, the ADE welcomes this approach, which will prevent unnecessary responsibility and burden 

on smaller network operators and prevent too many entities holding extensive rights. These 

rights require certain skills, resources and knowledge that many smaller operators may not have 

capacity to deliver.  

Q11. Are there any other adjustments that could be made to the proposed model to 

enable it to work better?  

The ADE would strongly encourage BEIS to consider the role of zoning and obligation to connect, 

and remain open to the opportunity of a regulated investment framework, particularly in the 

longer-term. The Association has shared with BEIS a draft version of its proposals around zoning, 

and will be publishing its final recommendations in the summer. In sum, the Association and its 

members believe that zoning for heat networks (with appropriate policy zoning) provides a robust 

opportunity for reducing demand risk and thereby boosting investment in the sector. The ADE 

welcomes that BEIS is beginning to explore zoning, but would caution that local authorities 

merely identifying where heat networks could come about does not go far enough. Within zones, 

we need to see policies that are specifically targeted to support heat network deployment, such 

as planning policies that require heat network connection, Building Standards that encourage 

heat network connection, financial support on the supply and consumer side to cover, for 

example, connection charges, and crucially, powers around heat network retrofit, including 

exploring introducing an obligation for public sector buildings and non-domestic buildings to 

connect to the network. At a minimum, BEIS should explore mirroring the work being undertaken 

by Scottish Government.  

BEIS is also asked to consider the impact of Ofgem holding wider regulatory powers on heat, and 

the impact that this could have on the model, as well as a possible increased remit around 

decarbonisation. Ofgem regulating the heat networks market throws up a broader conversation 

around Ofgem’s role in heat, and in regulating generation-supplier-distribution chains. There is 

also a broader, ongoing discussion about the role of Ofgem in decarbonisation, and whether it 

does or should hold any statutory duties on this, that should be considered by BEIS. It may be 

necessary for heat network regulation to progress, whilst this discussion is sounded out.  

The ADE would also like greater clarity about regulatory oversight during design & build, including 

the role for Fit & Proper Persons tests. 

Q12. Are there circumstances in which transitionary arrangements should be 

introduced? If so, in what circumstances might these apply and for what length of 

period?  

It is important that industry has sufficient time to adjust to forthcoming regulatory requirements. 

Particularly around data sharing, from conversations with ADE members, the ADE understands 

that for data to get to a point at which it will be readily sharable in a standard format as part of a 

licensing requirement would take 2-3 years on average. The transitionary arrangements should 

be balanced with any foresight that BEIS can provide to industry in advance of regulation coming 

into effect.  

• Members felt that transitionary arrangements would need to be a number of years, 

particularly for those operating cost recovery models.  

• Energy Performance Certificates were suggested as an example for transitionary 

arrangements – with tiered implementation dates.  

• The cost of introducing a regulator represents a significant upfront cost, and members 

wanted a clearer understanding of who is paying for this and how that cost is spread. In 
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particular, networks would need time to gather this capital, and this should be factored 

into the transitionary arrangement. 

The ADE expects that it would make sense for transitionary arrangement times to be tiered or 

phased, both to reduce the costs and burden on the regulator, but also to allow those who can 

move first to do so. Generally, the ADE would encourage BEIS to regulate incrementally to learn 

from parts of the market which are able to move quicker, and allow greater transition times for 

not-for-profit networks, in particular networks operated by social housing providers.  

The Association also expects that different elements of regulation could be met, particularly for 

existing networks, at different times. For example, meeting technical standards may take longer.  

 

Emerging business models  

Q13. Do you consider our proposed approach sufficiently flexible to accommodate 

emerging business models, including unbundling of different components of a heat 

network? If not, please suggest ways in which we could ensure alternative business 

models are not precluded.   

Yes. In particular, BEIS should ensure that regulation supports disaggregated and open networks 

heat networks models, as well as service models.  

 

Enforcement powers  

Q14. How should government and the regulator ensure that enforcement action is 

proportionate and targeted? Are there particular considerations for not for profit 

schemes?   

In general, the regulator should work with heat network entities to prevent them from having 

their license revoked. This should be an overriding principle.  

Enforcement powers should not have a negative impact on other consumers – for example if 

enforcement actions have high costs that could affect the overall financial soundness of the heat 

network entity, as this would have greater negative impact on consumers overall.  

The length of time given for compliance with enforcement orders should depend on the type of 

network. For example, not for profit networks may need more time to comply with enforcement 

orders. The ADE would encourage a principle of proportionality.  

Costs associated with enforcement actions for the heat network operator should not be able to be 

passed to consumers.   

The ADE expects that, when considering imposing penalties at entity level, that the regulator 

should consider the impact on a case-by-case basis – for example, if the entity is a local authority 

then the impact of a fine could be a harm to consumers elsewhere. A case-by-case basis would 

allow the regulator to ensure that enforcement was proportionate and ultimately in consumers’ 

interests. In some instances, an entity may have adopted a poorly performing network, and the 

regulator must be mindful of this, particularly if this network is adopted through SoLR processes / 

step in rights. A proportionate approach for entity level penalties must be taken. 

A clear methodology for calculating and imposing penalties should be communicated for customer 

and investor confidence. 
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ADE members also recommended that heat networks seek to insure the network and its 

operations, to protect consumers.  

Q15. Do you agree that imposing fines and removing a licence/authorisation are an 

appropriate and adequate set of enforcement actions for the regulator of the heat 

network market?  

Yes.  

BEIS should consider the circumstances under which Ofgem currently removes a licence for gas 

suppliers and consider the appropriateness for the heat networks sector: 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/sites/default/files/docs/2012/01/gas_supplier_licence_revocation

_conditions_0.pdf  

Q16. Do you agree that the regulator should have powers to impose penalties at the 

entity level which are proportionate to its size, in a scenario where there are repeated 

or systemic failures across multiple schemes owned or operated by the same entity?  

Yes. Though in these instances, a wholesale review of the network operator’s performance and 

ability to act as an operator should be reviewed. Fines could result in compounding poor 

performance.  

When considering imposing penalties at entity level, the regulator should consider the impact on 

a case-by-case basis – for example, if the entity is a local authority then the impact of a fine 

could be a harm to consumers elsewhere. A case-by-case basis would allow the regulator to 

ensure that enforcement was proportionate and ultimately in consumers’ interests. Enforcement 

should be proportionate to the size of the organisation. In some instances, an entity may have 

adopted a poorly performing network, and the regulator must be mindful of this, particularly if 

this network is adopted through SoLR processes / step in rights. A proportionate approach for 

entity level penalties must be taken. 

Q17. Do you agree that the regulator should have powers to revoke an authorisation for 

single networks owned or operated within a group scenario, so that the entity would 

still be authorised or licensed to operate those networks within the group that remain 

in compliance?  If not, what alternative approach might the regulator take?  

Yes. 

Q18. If compliance issues are more widespread within the group of networks owned or 

operated by the same entity, do you agree that the regulator should be able to revoke 

the authorisation or licence for the entity as a whole covering its entire group of 

networks? If not, what alternative approach might the regulator take?   

Yes, after working with the body to see if the problem can be addressed another way, and as a 

last resort. Removing an authorisation or licence should be a last resort.  

Q19. Do you agree that individual domestic consumers should have access to 

ombudsman services for redress? Do you have any views as to which ombudsman is 

best placed to provide this function for heat networks?   

Yes, the Energy Ombudsman. BEIS should follow the example set by the Heat Trust.  

 

Step-in Arrangements   

Q20. Do you agree that step-in arrangements are necessary both to cover the risk of 

stranded consumers and as a deterrent against sustained failure to meet the regulatory 

requirements? If not, why?   

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/sites/default/files/docs/2012/01/gas_supplier_licence_revocation_conditions_0.pdf
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/sites/default/files/docs/2012/01/gas_supplier_licence_revocation_conditions_0.pdf
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Yes. These arrangements are often already in place through private contracts.  

Q21. Do you have any examples of approaches we should be considering as we develop 

the step-in arrangements?   

Yes. Working with its membership, the ADE has developed the following SoLR proposal or step-in 

model:  

It will be key that any SoLR/step-in model does not hinder investment in the sector by making 

heat network ownership unattractive or counteracting the ongoing work of government and 

industry to boost the sector.  

As part of the requirements or duties of being an authorised operator, heat networks should have 

an explicit responsibility to identify a process for establishing a SoLR. This should be part of their 

authorised/licensed responsibility to protect consumers. This responsibility could be passed to 

other heat network entities as an identified duty holder. Overall accountability would remain the 

identified entity, however, and the accountable entity would structure the terms of the duty-

holding relationship themselves (for example, whether there is any financial liability). Evidence of 

the identification of this process could then be requested by the regulator (or consumers).  

The overall SoLR process may look different for different heat network ownership structures, for 

example it could mean identifying a specific organisation to act as the SoLR, or it could mean 

identifying a procurement process. BEIS may wish to identify some key principles to meet as part 

of the SoLR process, and may need to consider standardised SoLR process reporting and 

monitoring.  

There should also be an explicit responsibility to identify short-term emergency provisions. An 

order of priority of services may be the best means to achieving this – with the top priority being 

to keep the heat on, and in the event that this cannot happen, protecting vulnerable customers. 

This would ensure SoLRs prioritise key deliverables, such as protecting vulnerable customers, 

over temporarily less-important processes, for example billing. BEIS should also consider how the 

SoLR process may temporarily affect the ability to meet other elements of regulation e.g. the 

Heat Networks (Metering & Billing) Regulations 2014.  

It may also make sense to identify some principles around step in rights for owners, with the idea 

that owners could exercise these rights when networks are underperforming and prevent 

reaching the point where a SoLR is needed. Most heat network providers we spoke to said that 

they already have these rights in place for this reason anyway.  

This model will agree processes that protect customers, whilst being flexible enough to work 

across all heat network business structures in a way that more rigid models cannot. For example, 

a SoLR model similar to the model operated by Ofgem for the electricity market may not provide 

the best outcomes for customers or heat network owners/operators; for example, where the local 

authority owner would rather perform the role of SoLR for a local authority tendered scheme.  

A process-based model also helps to reduce the administrative burdens on the regulator. The 

regulator would likely need to play a role in fair revision of terms of contracts. The ADE / industry 

originally considered whether SoLRs should be prevented from increasing prices, but in some 

circumstances, prices may need to be increased in order to ensure ongoing maintenance and 

long-term customer protection. It may be necessary that the accountable heat network entity 

would be responsible for justifying the price increase to the regulator; the regulator would then 

review the justification and sign off on any price increases. This will likely mean a need for 

increased transparency, both to the customer and regulator.  
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The ADE envisage that many of the nuances of the SoLR process for heat networks may be 

developed as part of a broader market framework for heat networks. For example, requirements 

around technical and maintenance standards, and the corresponding responsibilities for network 

owners, should work to prevent the situation where a SoLR is needed. SoLR processes should be, 

as the name suggests, a last resort.  

The Association also anticipates that, whilst BEIS considers how a SoLR framework could work, 

engagement will be needed with the investment and financial services sectors to better 

understand how SoLR models could affect investment risk, and how processes around 

administration and liquidation can work to protect heat network customers. In particular, 

interactions with the establishment of sinking funds, Debt Service Reserve Accounts and 

Maintenance Reserve Accounts should be considered. 

 

Protecting consumers: Transparency    

Q22. Do you agree that the provision of minimum information would help consumers in 

making decisions at pre-contractual stages of property transactions?  

Yes, heat network operators should have a responsibility to work with estate agents and property 

sellers to ensure that buyers and renters have the appropriate amount of information before 

entering into a contract that involves supply by a heat network (or indeed any other heat 

generation/supply technology).  

BEIS may want to explore what responsibilities can be put on estate agents, also. Often, the ADE 

understands, heat networks will provide this information, but it will not be displayed or the 

information will not be conveyed adequately.  

Consumers also often ignore language that they do not understand, particularly if the words are 

familiar even when the wider meaning isn’t – e.g. ‘communal heating’ – and will not understand 

the implications of this. General awareness raising will be needed to ensure that consumers have 

all the knowledge they need to make an informed decision. Transparency and information 

provision should sit alongside a broader UK-wide awareness raising campaign on low carbon heat.  

The ADE would ask government to consider the role for a future Heat Networks Advisory Service, 

much like the Leasehold Advisory Service, which is sponsored by MHCLG to provide independent 

advice on leaseholds. The establishment of a body like this could support standardisation of 

advice across the market, make things easier for consumers to understand, and reduce the costs 

of particularly smaller and not-for-profit heat networks.  

Q23. Do you agree that heat suppliers should be responsible for developing information 

and guidance for prospective consumers? If yes, what minimum information should be 

included?  

The ADE anticipates that heat network customers should have access to the following information 

pre-point of sale and at point of sale: 

• An explanation of what a heat network is; 

• Information about tariffs and average prices; 

• Information about maintenance; 

• Information on the monopoly nature of a heat network, and what measures are in place to 

ensure that consumers still get a fair deal; 

https://www.lease-advice.org/
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• Information about the Heat Trust and any future Heat Networks Advisory Service; 

• Information about consumer protection rights including the right to access the Energy 

Ombudsman, who their regulator is and how to make a complaint; 

• Guidance about how to reduce their energy consumption; 

• The heat sale agreement; 

• Guidance about access to fuel poverty support, priority services registers, etc.; 

• EPCs (including how to interpret an EPC) and information about the network’s carbon, and 

the ongoing efforts to reduce it. 

However, the ADE expects that a significant amount of the information above could be 

standardised across the market. Often, it will not be appropriate for the heat network itself to 

provide this information to customers, and instead, should be a responsibility on those selling or 

renting the property. However, heat networks should see a responsibility to work with these 

bodies and provide information where relevant. 

ADE members support the introduction of a template for how information is provided to the 

regulator and to consumers, to facilitate standardised communications, reduce costs, allow 

comparison, and reduce the education piece both within industry and by consumers. The 

consumer-facing certificate in the EPC model was a suggested example. 

Members also feel that there is a missing education piece that sits alongside this consultation, 

and that a key barrier to transparency is that people do not understand the technology. This 

regulation must be set alongside better consumer awareness campaigns. In the future, this could 

be done as part of an explanation of zoning and strategic expansion of heat networks by local 

authorities, government and network operators. 

The Heat Trust provides guidance on this within its Scheme Rules, which BEIS could look to 

replicate. 

Q24. How can we ensure new consumers receive or have access to information about 

the heat network before moving into the property?   

• Work with estate agents and the housebuilding sector – make it a requirement to display 

information about heat networks, much like displaying an EPC is a requirement. BEIS may 

want to consider whether appropriate modifications could be made through the 

forthcoming Heat Networks Bill to the Estate Agents Act 1979, for example.  

• Have information clearly displayed online on popular websites like Rightmove.  

• General communication and awareness raising, particularly in dense urban areas – with 

the support of local authorities.  

• As we move towards net zero, increased communication and awareness raising about 

different heat generation and supply technologies will be needed across the board. For 

example, with the introduction of the Future Homes Standard likely preventing the 

deployment of fossil gas boilers in homes, we will see a wave of tenants moving into new 

build homes with potentially unfamiliar low carbon generation / supply technologies. These 

tenants will have to be made aware of this technology. The ADE expects that there will be 

key learnings from the new build sector during this time that can be applied for the retrofit 

and resale / rental market, including for heat networks. The example set by the Heat Trust 
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can also be used to inform communication of heat pumps, biomass, and other forms of 

currently ‘unconventional’, low carbon heating.  

• Some of the information provided to consumers could be standardised across the market – 

for example by the ADE, Heat Trust or by BEIS.  

• ADE members support the introduction of a template for how information is provided to 

the regulator and to consumers, to facilitate standardised communications, reduce costs, 

allow comparison, and reduce the education piece both within industry and by consumers. 

The consumer-facing certificate in the EPC model was a suggested example. 

• Members also feel that there is a missing education piece that sits alongside this 

consultation, and that a key barrier to transparency is that people do not understand the 

technology. This regulation must be set alongside better consumer awareness campaigns. 

In the future, this could be done as part of an explanation of zoning and strategic 

expansion of heat networks by local authorities, government and network operators. 

• BEIS should consider the role for a future Heat Networks Advisory Service, much like the 

Leasehold Advisory Service, which is sponsored by MHCLG to provide independent advice 

on leaseholds. The establishment of a body like this could support standardisation of 

advice across the market, make things easier for consumers to understand, and reduce 

the costs of particularly smaller and not-for-profit heat networks.  

Q25. Do you agree that the market framework should regulate and enforce the 

provision of information during residency?  

The Association agrees that information should continue to be provided throughout residency, 

though notes that the regulatory requirements around this should be different from at the point 

of sale. In particular, information around pricing and carbon will be most crucial during residency, 

along with information about how to reduce bills.  

The ADE would encourage the government to consider the role for standardised information, 

including a potential role for a Heat Networks Advisory Service.  

 

Pricing   

Q26. Do you agree that the regulator should have powers to mandate and enforce price 

transparency? Can you foresee any unintended consequences of this?   

Yes, but the regulator should look to find comparable ways to display prices. Networks offer 

different benefits and different tariffs. One unintended consequence is that, without due 

consideration for these differences, consumers may look at their bill and the bill of consumers on 

a different heat network or a different heat generation/supply technology and feel that they are 

getting an unfair deal – when the explanation may be that their charges include additional 

services. This will be increasingly more evident as the number of service models of heating in the 

market increase.  

It must also be made clear that a heat network price cannot be directly compared to a consumer 

on a gas boiler, or an individual heat pump, due to differences around whole-life versus up-front 

costs, whether maintenance is included in the bill, and more. There is an important education and 

awareness raising piece that sits alongside the proposals in this bill, and awareness raising about 

different tariffs will be necessary to help consumers to understand.  

https://www.lease-advice.org/
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Indeed, more generally as we start thinking about low carbon heat, we must look at whole-life 

costs, not just upfront costs, as the differences in technology and fuel value become clearer over 

the asset lifetime.  

Heat Trust have a Heat Cost Calculator, which gives an indication of some of the nuances of the 

market: https://heattrust.org/test-the-comparato   

Q27. What are the current barriers to publishing and maintaining accurate information 

on fixed charges, unit rates and tariffs? What are the main reasons for information on 

pricing not being available at present?  

There are several barriers: 

• First mover disadvantage and market competition; 

• Lack of standardisation in the market; 

• Differences in the way that charges are arranged could result in distorted public perception 

of costs; 

• Lack of incentive; 

• Some networks subsidise consumers’ bills – for example, lots of social housing providers 

and local authorities. This will distort published information, and could be confusing for 

consumers; 

• Administration and investment needed to make data and information publishable; 

• Differences in network age and relationship to performance, making networks harder to 

compare; 

• Developer contributions vs. sinking funds create different attitudes to risk; 

• Phased build out creates difficulty in displaying evolving costs and charges; 

• Different pricing structures can exist within the same network, so disclosing all of these 

could cause conflict between suppliers and consumers; 

• Heat networks are affected by different investment and operational costs, particularly 

where developers have access to lower-cost borrowing, which in turn distorts consumer 

prices; 

• In some cases, costs can change quickly.  

ADE members expect that it would take 2-3 years to reach a point where information could be 

readily shared.  

Q28. Do you agree that there should be clear, consistent rules on what costs should be 

recovered through fixed and variable charges?  

In general, the Association does not support rules on what costs can be recovered through fixed 

and variable charges. Regulation must allow for innovative tariffs, for example, which incentivise 

good return temperatures, or allow benefits for demand management. Different heat network 

ownership and operating structures also result in different charging structures. At this point of 

market development, heat networks must be able to make use of varying financing methods and 

cost-recovery methods. 

https://heattrust.org/test-the-comparato
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In general, ADE members felt that what is and what is not included in a tariff should be 

transparent. Some also supported the introduction of rules for what should not be included in a 

tariff – rather than what should.  

The ADE can see a role for best practice guidance on what should and should not be included.  

Should government seek to introduce this level of price regulation, government should ensure 

that it is principles-based and proportionate. 

Q29. Do you agree that the regulator should have powers to undertake investigations 

on pricing and to enforce directions and remedy actions, where there is sufficient 

evidence that these could lower prices for consumers?  

Yes. 

Q30. Do you agree that price regulation in the form of a price cap or regulation of 

profits should not be implemented at this point in time? Please explain your answer.  

Yes, overall the heat networks market is heterogeneous and in a state of growth. Heat networks 

utilise various different financial structures and cost recovery charge structures, due to 

differences in infrastructure, funding opportunities, partnerships, etc. BEIS needs to allow diverse 

business models to come forward, including service models. The market, particularly at this time, 

needs to be able to access multiple economic models and forms of financial support.  

The Competition and Markets Authority in its Heat Networks Market Study found that a price cap 

was not appropriate for the market.  

Generally, long-term, the regulator may want to consider a principle of whole-life cost recovery 

and consider price transparency and the introduction of any future regulation over this time 

length.  

Should BEIS seek to introduce a form of regulated investment framework, the ADE could see a 

role for more specific price regulation in limited circumstances on a network by network basis, but 

not across the whole market. 

Q31. What might cause price regulation to become an appropriate intervention in 

future? What evidence would be required to demonstrate this?   

The introduction of a regulated investment framework could trigger the need for price regulation 

on networks that utilise the scheme.  

The CMA could also trigger an investigation.  

 

Quality of Service Standards  

Q32. Do you agree that consumers on heat networks should have comparable levels of 

service and protection as consumers in other regulated utilities? How do we ensure the 

associated compliance costs of such protections remain proportionate?   

Yes, all domestic energy consumers should see comparable levels of service and protection.  

However, some energy retail regulation will not be applicable to heat network customers or are 

designed to answer detriment which will not be common between markets. A balanced approach 

to developing robust consumer protection should ensure the resulting obligations are clear and 

not unduly complex, or onerous for market participants. More granular, focused impact 

assessments should be conducted as a matter of course for new policy and regulation, in 

accordance with BEIS Better Regulation Framework. 
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BEIS and Ofgem should be careful not to simply replicate regulation in the gas & electricity 

markets for heat networks, as the markets are different in many ways. 

Introducing regulation that supports investment in the heat networks market and reducing costs 

of investment will help to balance the associated compliance costs and reduce costs that could be 

passed on to consumers.  

BEIS is advised to consider the Heat Trust standards.  

Q33. Do you agree that minimum standards should be outcome-based to allow the 

regulator scope to implement these flexibly and proportionately depending on the size 

and nature of different schemes? Are there other ways these outcomes could be 

achieved?  

Yes, the regulatory framework, including minimum standards, should be principles-based and 

outcomes-focused. This will help support innovation. This will also support flexibly applying 

standards to work for communal and district heat networks, preventing the need for a more 

complex scheme.  

 

Technical Standards 

Q34. Do you agree that all new schemes should be subject to minimum technical 

standards (once developed), given the potential impact on system performance and 

end consumers?   

Yes, these standards should be agreed with industry.  

Minimum technical standards can also help to improve network quality, support network 

interoperability and interconnection, support concession models where network ownership 

changes hands, and can support ‘open network’ and disaggregated heat network models.  

The ADE supports the adoption of ADE/CIBSE CP1 or equivalent with an appropriate, transparent 

governance framework. Should CP1 be embedded into regulation or legislation, BEIS should work 

with industry to resource a governance framework that allows for the ongoing evolution of CP1 to 

ensure that it continues to support the market, both district and communal.  

In general, members do not view the introduction of a PAS or a British Standard as relevant or 

necessary yet.  

Q35. How could we ensure the impact of minimum technical standards on new small 

communal networks is proportionate?   

The introduction of a governance framework for CP1 would help to answer this question. 

Generally, ADE members felt that minimum technical standards should apply irrespective of 

scale. However, the ADE has also considered: 

• Reducing the administrative burden, for example, around reporting. 

• The Building Regulations, if appropriately drafted (subject to changes to the current 

drafted SAP), could be an appropriate tool.  

• Introducing a ‘lite’ version of technical standards for small & communal networks.  

• Technical standards could be scaled to the size of the network – larger, strategic networks 

could have more stringent technical standards in order to encourage interoperability, allow 
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other network operators to step in and continue to understand the network, and allow new 

potential connections to connect.  

• Ensuring that technical standards are outcomes-based – for smaller communal networks, 

this could be based on performance standards. 

Q36. Do you agree that regulated entities should demonstrate they are compliant 

through an accredited certification scheme?   

Yes – though perhaps with exemptions for smaller schemes. 

Q37. What do you consider to be the most appropriate approach to setting the technical 

standards?   

The ADE recommends the government’s first option – adopting ADE/CIBSE CP1. 

Q38. Are there examples of the roll out of technical standards or the introduction of 

compliance schemes which you consider particularly relevant from other markets or 

technologies?   

• Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS) 

• Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs) 

 

Rights and powers   

Q39. Do you agree that a (licensed) heat network entity should be classified as a 

statutory undertaker?   

Yes. The ADE supports a level playing field between heat networks and other regulated utilities. 

The Association thus supports licensed heat network entities being classified as statutory 

undertakers, and recognises that this will introduce a reporting and monitoring requirement for 

licensed entities, and will represent an increased cost for them.  

Q40. Do you agree that the proposed rights and powers should be given to heat 

network entities which meet the terms of our proposed licensing system?   

Yes, these rights are comprehensive and will allow heat networks to reduce costs for consumers, 

be able to deliver more cost-effective business models and invest in lower carbon generation 

alternatives.  

Q41. Is it reasonable to assume that the proposed rights and powers would only be 

relevant to district heat networks (not communal networks)? If not, please explain 

why.  

Generally, yes, however BEIS should consider rights and powers through the lens of zoning or 

energy masterplanning. These rights and powers might be relevant for a communal network 

where it is looking to connect to an extending district heat network. BEIS should consider how 

these rights will be used to deliver strategic, city-wide, expanding heat networks. In this case, 

the district heat network operator would likely hold these rights, affecting the balance of power 

for the communal network versus the district network.  

Q42. What impacts will the proposed rights and powers have on the development and 

extensions of heat networks? And what impacts do you think these rights will have on 

the operator’s ability to maintain and repair heat networks?   

BEIS should consider rights and powers through the lens of zoning or energy masterplanning. 

These rights and powers might be relevant for a communal network where it is looking to connect 
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to an extending district heat network. BEIS should consider how these rights will be used to 

deliver strategic, city-wide, expanding heat networks. In this case, the district heat network 

operator would likely hold these rights, affecting the balance of power for the communal network 

versus the district network.  

The introduction of these rights will help to reduce costs within the market, and will allow 

networks greater visibility of the expenditure expected from extension. This removes an 

additional barrier to achieving demand assurance. At the moment, whilst networks can plan to 

extend, not having statutory undertaker rights means that networks can face sudden, unexpected 

costs from a private landowner demanding money to cross land.  

This will also enable heat networks to decarbonise better by enabling strategic connections, use 

of waste heat, and more efficient network routes. The ADE knows of examples where EfW heat 

network connections have not been made due to the lack of highways rights, for example.   

 

Access rights   

Q43. Do you agree that licensed heat network entities should be granted statutory 

access rights?   

Yes. This is important for delivering good consumer outcomes and reducing costs. Access rights 

are important for ensuring ongoing maintenance, managing emergencies, and other actions that 

ensures consumers continue to receive good service.  

Q44. Do you agree that the process should be similar to that for electricity and gas 

companies, in that the licensed heat network entity will have to make an application to 

the responsible minister for the easement and that any compensation arrangements 

will be determined by the Tribunal Service?   

Yes, heat networks should have a similar process as in the other regulated energy markets.  

Q45. Do you agree that these access rights would primarily be used to install and 

maintain pipework, or do you anticipate that they would be used for other purposes?  

We envisage that access rights could also be used for other purposes, including: 

• Pumps; 

• Boreholes;  

• Energy centres; 

• Control ducts; 

• Communications equipment (for innovation & DSR); 

• Access to infrastructure held in private properties.  

It was noted by members that other statutory undertakers hold broader permitted development 

rights, and that the current proposals do not entirely align.  

 

Street works   

Q46. Would you consider the ability to apply for a street work permit a considerable 

benefit compared to a Section 50 Street Works licence? If so, in what way?  
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Yes. A street work permits creates more autonomy, allowing networks to supersede other 

planned works where required. With S50 licences, heat network developers can be forced to delay 

necessary works. Members also noted additional administrative responsibilities associated with 

S50 licences. In particular, S50 licences require road-by-road applications which can be overly 

burdensome, and can be rejected. The S50 process was perceived to result in greater risk.  

Q47. Do you have any experience of applying for a Section 50 Street Works licence? Did 

you find this delayed either construction or repair and maintenance work required?  

Rights to lay pipes under the roadway  

Members have informed the ADE that S50 licences have resulted in delays, as the typical 

approval timeframe from a local authority is around 8 weeks. Members noted the increased risk 

and uncertainty associated with the S50 process, which requires individual applications per road, 

creates additional costs, administration, and affects investment by creating risk.  

The S50 process also prevents streamlined work, such as multiple trenching, as heat networks 

are unable to respond swiftly to opportunities to reduce the impact on the public by making use 

of trenching being undertaken by other companies.  

Q48. Do you agree that heat networks should be given equivalent powers to other 

utilities to install and keep heat network pipes underneath roadways? Are you aware of 

any potential unintended consequences?    

Yes, the ADE agrees that heat networks should be given equivalent powers to other utilities to 

install and keep heat network pipes underneath roads.  

No, the ADE is not aware of any potential unintended consequences as long as the scheme is 

managed well. The ADE welcomes the approach to limit those who can access these rights to 

entities that have the resources to manage the responsibility appropriately, and increase 

oversight of these networks. 

Generally, the UK government should encourage strategic roadworks, and encourage multiple 

trenching. The aim should be to reduce public disruption, and lay all infrastructure in a strategic, 

planned way. 

The ADE will engage with the Department for Transport and other key stakeholders including 

Streetworks and the Cabinet Office’s New Underground Assets Register to ensure that appropriate 

risks are managed well, improve knowledge in the sector, and identify best practice. 

 

Permitted development  

Q49. Do you agree that licensed heat network developers should be granted permitted 

development powers similar to other statutory undertakers? Are you aware of any 

potential unintended consequences?  

Yes – for pipework infrastructure. Planning permission should still be sought for energy centre 

generation. This is an important opportunity for local authorities to play a role in encouraging 

certain outcomes, e.g. reducing emissions, fuel poverty reduction, etc.  

In particular, the extension of PDR to heat networks will help to reduce costs in the market, 

supporting the reduction of Demand Risk, and boosting investment. PDRs help to create investor 

certainty, by removing barriers to investment opportunities reaching commercialisation and 

financial close.  
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The introduction of PDR to support connections could also help to reduce the financial and 

commercial risk associated with connection uncertainty.   

The ADE expects that, in the future, PDR for heat networks will be instrumental to making zoning 

effective across the UK.  

The ADE anticipates that the introduction of PDR for heat networks will create positive economic 

and environmental impacts. PDR removes a hurdle and a cost to heat network deployment, 

enabling reinvestment of these resources in the deployment of low carbon technologies. Greater 

certainty around planning helps heat network operators to more effectively plan for 

decarbonisation and greater efficiencies.  

PDR could enable BEIS to make use of the ‘necessary wayleave model’ currently being explored 

in the Heat Networks (Scotland) Bill as introduced, by enabling heat network operators to offer a 

connection at the boundary.  

The ADE has proposed that energy centres would need separate approval because this is a 

competitive element of the business, and also an area that needs greater oversight, for example 

on air quality. 

Q50. In addition to permitted development rights specified (install or replace pipes or 

electricity cabling; erect small temporary structures and small ancillary buildings, 

machinery or apparatus), are there any other activities to which a permitted 

development right should apply?   

Rights related to the installation of: 

• Pumps 

• Boreholes  

• Control ducts 

BEIS may need to explore PDR for building level services, too. 

 

Consultation rights  

Q51. Do you agree that the administrative burdens of being statutory consultees would 

be disproportionate for heat networks?   

Yes – however there should be a duty to inform. Efforts should be made to ensure that district 

heat network operators in particular are informed of major development in their area.  

Making heat network operators statutory consultees would place an undue burden on heat 

network operators, who would have a responsibility to respond to all consultee matters, even 

where not relevant. This would represent a cost to the market.  

BEIS should consider whether heat networks should be statutory consultees where they are the 

zone / concession holder, however, and should allow room for this in regulation.  

Q52. Beyond improving the guidance on non-statutory consultees, do you think that 

there are any other areas of government guidance that could be improved to ensure 

that heat networks are more routinely consulted on relevant development in their 

areas?   
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Heat networks should be included on the non-statutory consultees list held by MHCLG 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/consultation-and-pre-decision-matters#Non-statutory-

consulteess  

BEIS and MHCLG should also work to improve local authorities and planning authorities 

understanding of heat networks and the role in strategic energy systems. Additional funding for 

local authorities may be necessary to achieve this. 

 

Linear obstacle rights  

Q53. Do you believe that licensed heat network developers should be given equivalent 

rights to cross linear obstacles? Can you provide examples of where such rights would 

be beneficial to heat network development?   

Yes – crossing roads, trains, rivers – we have seen examples where incredibly high costs have 

been demanded to do this. This, in turn, can increase costs for consumers. This has also resulted 

in the network taking a more inefficient route, also increasing costs and making the network less 

carbon efficient. 

 

Decarbonisation of heat networks  

Q54. Do you agree that consumers should have access to information on the energy 

performance and percentage of low-carbon generation of their network?  

Yes, though BEIS should note the existing issues associated with SAP and carbon factors for heat 

networks, and the subsequent impact on reporting.  

Q55. Do you agree that regulation is necessary to encourage decarbonisation of heat 

networks over the period to 2050? Are there alternative means by which government 

could act to support the decarbonisation of heat networks?   

The ADE has four important recommendations and comments for government, that greatly affect 

the answer to this question: 

Firstly, the ADE would like to reinforce that this is a complex proposal, that does not have a 

simple answer. In particular this leads to a bigger discussion about the role of Ofgem in 

decarbonisation and their statutory powers. This also leads to a question about whether Ofgem 

has the competencies and policies to regulate on decarbonisation, and more specific, new 

questions around, for example, how decarbonisation affects licencing. It may be necessary for 

heat network regulation to progress independently of this wider debate.  

Secondly, the UK government is encouraged to consider how broader policy around heat 

decarbonisation could be used to drive decarbonisation of heat networks, including future policy 

mechanisms that might come through the Heat & Buildings Strategy, carbon pricing and wider 

gas policy. The future of these policies greatly affects how far the heat networks industry can 

become first movers for network decarbonisation, and government is asked to consider this. It 

also affects the playing field within which heat networks are acting. 

Thirdly, the question of regulating decarbonisation is a big one, which cannot be fully explored in 

this consultation question. The Association would need to fully understand the implications of this, 

before we can comment in any detail.  

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/consultation-and-pre-decision-matters#Non-statutory-consulteess
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/consultation-and-pre-decision-matters#Non-statutory-consulteess
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Fourthly, this type of regulation would also make heat networks a first mover in network 

regulation, and the heat networks market will need adequate funding support to ensure success 

in this context. This point is elaborated below. 

In principle, the Association supports the inclusion of decarbonisation in heat network regulation, 

but in recognition of the considerations above, and alongside appropriate support from 

government. Should government seek to pursue this, extensive consultation with industry will be 

necessary, to thoroughly understand the implications of the regulatory requirement. It is 

expected these regulations would need to be light-touch, principles-based and outcomes-focused. 

BEIS may also want to consider how voluntary approaches and sector initiatives can be used to 

drive decarbonisation, including through the Heat Networks Industry Council. In Scotland, 

decarbonisation of networks is being considered through consenting, linked with the planning 

system. There are alternative policy and regulatory options for driving decarbonisation, other 

than those that sit directly within heat networks legislation.  

ADE members see that two kinds of support are needed for heat networks, in particular in a net 

zero context:  

1. To support network infrastructure – a reduction of demand risk  

2. To support network decarbonisation – post-RHI 

The ADE, like many others in industry, had been calling for a one-year extension to the non-

domestic RHI, whilst government considered future support for non-domestic heat. We are now in 

a situation where the government is proposing to close the RHI with limited clear support for low 

carbon heat networks and large industrial installations going forward. 

The £270m Green Heat Networks Fund announced in the 2020 Budget was a welcomed 

announcement, which will provide grant funding targeted at heat networks that deploy waste 

heat and ambient heat sources - however the sector urgently needs greater certainty about the 

shape of this scheme so that we can begin to factor it in to investment decisions.  

Government should be mindful that, whilst the Heat Networks Investment Project (HNIP) has 

delivered greater deployment of heat networks and is a much welcomed scheme, because HNIP is 

a competitive-based scheme, the way it is factored into investment decisions is very different to 

rules-based tariff-like schemes, where certainty about access to funding is greater. The ADE 

would encourage BEIS to open a discussion with the ADE about how we can design the Green 

Heat Networks fund to create investor confidence, whilst continuing to deliver good value for 

money and strategic heat networks.  

The ADE is also concerned that the Clean Heat Grant could result in properties that could cost-

effectively connect to a heat network opting for a heat pump because this is the only technology 

(in urban areas) supported by the scheme. Not only does this defy the scheme's principles of 

technology agnosticism, but also of driving deployment of the most cost-effective solution. 

Crucially for heat networks, this also disrupts the potential business case, as homes targeted for 

connection may choose another solution because of funding support. The Clean Heat Grant 

represents a potential increase of demand risk.    

The government should work with the Heat Networks Industry Council, which is exploring 

decarbonisation of the heat networks industry, to work together towards an agreement around 

ambitious decarbonisation.  
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Waste-heat sources  

Q56. How could the Environmental Permitting Regulations be amended to ensure that 

waste-heat sources connect to networks when it is cost-effective and feasible to do so? 

What do you consider are the main barriers for waste heat sources to be connected to 

heat networks?  

Amendments to the Environmental Permitting Regulations: 

• Amend “Installations generating waste heat” (Energy Efficiency Directive, Regulation(35)1 

Schedule 24, Para 3) to require that installations generating waste heat are required to 

connect to a heat network if there is one within a reasonable distance (subject to viability)  

• Also, to require that installations generating waste heat are ready and able to connect to 

any heat networks expected to come forward within the next 10 years – waste heat 

generators should enter into a conversation with their local authority to understand 

whether a heat network is expected to be developed near to their location. 

• Waste heat sources should be required to enter into a negotiation about selling heat. 

Risk barriers to waste heat:  

1. Non-permanency risk: sources of waste heat are not permanent, and the existence of 

these sources can be contingent on many other factors. For example, energy from waste 

facilities, whilst a generally long-term infrastructure, may close after a certain period of 

time. This can leave heat networks stranded without a heat source. This is a risk that must 

be costed on both sides of the equation. The heat network operator will have to absorb the 

cost of this risk, and may pass this risk onto consumers. The waste heat provider may be 

asked by the heat network operator to make assurances around the length of its 

operation, which in turn creates a contractual risk for the waste heat supplier (see 

contractual risk below).  

2. Contractual risk: this risk sits on both sides of the equation – but can be managed by the 

heat network operator.  

a. On the side of the waste heat provider: At present, heat network operators may 

require commitments around temperature and timing of supply of heat. This may 

not always fit with the waste heat providers delivery plans. For example, it can 

prevent industrial processes from reducing production at times of low demand, or 

shifting demand to respond to electricity grid signals (which can provide an 

income). This requirement can put waste heat providers off connection, as the 

contractual risk can be too costly for them to bare.  

b. On the side of the heat network: The waste heat provider not providing heat at the 

time and temperature that was agreed can create a consumer satisfaction risk and 

cost risk, as providers may be required to use higher cost peaking generation to 

meet demand.  

3. Distance and land risk: waste heat sources are often located away from town and city 

centres. This means that infrastructure is required to reach the waste heat source, 

meaning that pipework infrastructure may be required to travel a distance. Crossing land 

to reach waste heat sources incurs risks and costs of its own. Furthermore, the greater the 

distance of the source from the point of use, the greater the risk associated with managing 

losses and return temperatures. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2016/1154/schedule/24/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2016/1154/schedule/24/made
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4. Policy risk: a considerable risk for waste heat is the way that waste heat is valued in 

policy. Waste heat infrastructure is typically long-term infrastructure with long payback 

periods. The lack of long-term certainty from the government about the way that waste 

heat is accounted for in government policy can disincentivise its use. For example, even if 

waste heat is attractively accounted for in, for example, Building Regulations now, the way 

that it is accounted for could change during the lifetime of the infrastructure. If this 

changes to be perceived as higher carbon or lower efficiency, then this could incur 

penalties or create difficulties in recouping cost – for example, if new connections to, or 

extension of, the network is prevented. The way that heat network losses are accounted 

for forms part of this risk, particularly given the distance risk.  

5. Timing risk: In particular, with regards to the development of new infrastructure or 

buildings, if the delivery of these assets does not align, a risk can be created where, e.g. 

the heat network is developed before the waste heat source is completed. This can lead to 

the heat network operator having to install temporary generation (which will often be 

higher carbon), which represents a cost. 

Other barriers to waste heat uptake: 

1. It is not business critical: Due to the way that waste heat is currently accounted for in 

policy, using waste heat is not perceived as business critical. Businesses can afford to 

expel waste heat. Furthermore, the revenue opportunity for waste heat providers from 

selling waste heat is often relatively low, and thus not seen as critical to making the 

revenue streams stack up on the side of the waste heat provider.  

2. Lack of awareness about the existence of waste heat opportunities: heat network 

operators are not always aware of the existence of waste heat opportunities. Many waste 

heat sources are not easy to spot (e.g. if they are underground) and may be unfamiliar to 

the heat network developer. 

3. Waste heat sources are located too far away from points of use: many waste heat sources 

are not located near points of use. This is often due to the design of the planning system 

and a ‘not-in-my-back-yard’ attitude from residents. This is linked with a lack of 

understanding from communities about industrial processes and, in particular, energy 

from waste, leading to stigmatism and a general distrust of these processes.  

4. Stigmatism and a lack of understanding within communities about the impacts of industry 

and energy from waste: this is linked with poor community engagement processes.  

5. Lack of understanding about heat network flexibility and lack of thermal storage enabling 

heat networks to respond flexibility: well-designed heat networks are well equipped to 

respond to electricity grid signals and turn up (CHP-driven) or turn down (electric-driven) 

due to the thermal inertia within the network and thermal storage. However, many heat 

networks do not use their assets flexibly due to factors including a lack of awareness, 

resourcing, skills, availability and others. A lack of necessary assets on heat networks, in 

particular thermal storage, can also prevent heat networks making full use of flexibility 

opportunities. Flexibility allows heat networks to absorb waste heat even when its supply 

pattern is uneven, because the assets are able to respond flexibly and store or discharge 

heat as necessary. The ADE has seen examples where, using particular software, heat 

networks are able to almost entirely flatten heat demand peaks.  
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6. The ‘who pays’ question: this is linked to a lack of standardisation of waste heat offtake 

contracts and lack of clear value within policy for waste heat.  

7. Skills gap: The general skills gap in the heat networks market (currently being explored by 

ACE-Research, IFF Research and Sweco for BEIS) also prevents the use of waste heat, in 

particular unfamiliar waste heat. The pool of skills and knowledge around waste heat is 

more limited, particularly in the UK.  

Q57. Which sources of industrial and commercial heat could government bring within 

the scope of the Environmental Permitting Regulations in addition to the sources 

already being identified? 

The definition should cover waste heat and coolth, and should cover, in addition to industrial 

waste heat and EfW, for example, data centres, sewers, water processing, distribution centres, 

transport systems, and other less conventional sources of waste heat.   
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